Introduction
Fontaine and Mazur have made the following extremely in uential conjecture (see FM] ).
Conjecture A Suppose that : Gal (Q ac =Q) ?! GL n (Q ac l ) is a continuous irreducible representation such that 1. is rami ed at only nitely many primes 2. and the restriction of to the decomposition group at l is potentially semi-stable in the sense of Fontaine.
Then occurs in the l-adic cohomology (with respect to a Tate twist of the constant sheaf) of some variety de ned over Q .
We remark that it is now known that if does occur in the l-adic cohomology of some variety de ned over Q then (1) and (2) must hold. We also remark that it would follow from this conjecture that there is an integer w (depending on ) such that for almost all p the eigenvalues of (Frob p ) are algebraic and for each embedding into C have absolute value p w=2 . Finally we remark that, combining this conjecture with conjectures of Langlands, one further expects that has the same L-series as a cuspidal automorphic representation of GL n (A ), and so in particular its L-series has holomorphic continuation to C (except for a possible pole at s = 1 when n = 1) and satis es a functional equation (which can be made precise).
The case n = 1 of the conjecture has been known to be true for some time. Besides this the only known cases are for n = 2 where the methods of Wiles W] , Taylor-Wiles TW] and have been used to verify some cases of the conjecture. Except for a couple of isolated examples (see SBT] and Dic]) these methods have been restricted to the case where has pro-soluble image. The purpose of this paper is to verify the FontaineMazur conjecture in a signi cant number of cases where the image of is not pro-soluble. More precisely we prove the following theorem and its corollaries. Then there is a totally real eld E, a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL 2 (A E ) and a place of the eld of coe cients of above l such that ; (the -adic representation associated to ) is equivalent to .
Combining this with a result of Brylinski-Labesse BL] , Langlands' cyclic base change L] and a theorem of Brauer we obtain the following corollary. is non-empty. Then X(K S ) is Zariski dense in X.
Notation
Throughout this paper l will be an odd rational prime.
If K is a perfect eld we will let K ac denote its algebraic closure and G K denote its absolute Galois group Gal (K ac =K). If moreover p is a prime number di erent from the characteristic of K then we will let p : G K ! Z p denote the p-adic cyclotomic character and ! p the Teichmuller lift of p mod p. In the case p = l we will drop the subscripts and write simply = l and ! = ! l . If K is a local eld we will let W K denote the Weil group of K. If K is a number eld and x is a nite place of K we will write G x for a decomposition group above x, I x for the inertia subgroup of G x and Frob x for an arithmetic Frobenius element in G x =I x . We will also let O K denote the integers of K, d K the di erent of K and k(x) denote the residue eld of O K at x. We will let c denote complex conjugation on C .
We will write N for the group scheme of N th roots of unity. We will write W(k) for the Witt vectors of k. If G is a group, H a normal subgroup of G and a representation of G, then we will let H (resp. H ) denote the representation of G=H on the H-invariants (resp. H-coinvariants) of . is totally strictly positive then
If is an ideal of O M prime to the characteristic of K we will write A; for the representation of G K on A ](K ac ). If is prime we will write T A for the -adic Tate module of A, V A for T A Z Q and A; for the representation of
Suppose that F is a totally real number eld and that is an algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL 2 (A F ) with eld of de nition (or coe cients) M C . In some cases, including the cases that 1 is regular and the case 1 is weight (1; :::; 1), then it is known that M is a CM num- Looking for of the form n 0 0 we reduce to the case that n = 0. We may also suppose that S L generates the class group of L. We must nd a character : A L =L ! (O 0 ) which restricts to 0 on A K and to x on L x for all x 2 S L . Let L S (resp. K S ) denote the subgroup of L (resp. K ) which is supported on S L (resp. S). Let T denote the set of nite places of K which are not in S and at which 0 is rami ed. For x 2 T choose an extension x of 0 
denote the unique character which coincides with 0 on ( Rap] one can see that X is smooth and one can describe for any in nite place x of F the complex manifold X(F Fx C ) as a quotient of the product of M : Q ] copies of the upper half complex plane and deduce that X is geometrically connected.
It follows from lemmas 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 that for any place x of F above l, p or in nity we have X(F v ) 6 = ;. (Note that j Gx and (Ind G F G L )j Gx are reducible and so any alternating isomorphisms of V F x or V } F x with its Cartier dual are equivalent.) Applying a theorem of Moret-Bailly M], which we recalled in the introduction (theorem G), we obtain a totally real eld E=F in which every place above l and p split completely and a M-HBAV (A; i; j)=E such that the representation of G E on A ] is equivalent to j G E and the representation of G E on A }] is equivalent to (Ind G F G L )j G E . Note that (Ind G F G L )j G E is absolutely irreducible, because for any place x of E above p the restriction of to the two places of LE above x are di erent. Also note that A has semi-stable reduction at any prime x of E above p, because A ] is unrami ed at x and ker(GL 2 (O M; ) ! ! GL 2 (O M = )) has no element of nite order other than the identity. Finally note that T } A is ordinary at any prime x of E above p, because A is semistable at x, E x = Q p and the I x -coinvariants of A }] are non-trivial.
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In some cases we can conclude a little more. Lemma 1.5 Suppose that v is an unrami ed place of F above l and that x is a place of E above v. Suppose also that 2 v j Iv = n j Iv for some integer 0 n < l ? 1. Suppose nally that if j Gv is semisimple then n 6 = 1. Then the representation of G x on T A Q l has the form where 0 2 is an unrami ed lift of 2 . Looking at the action of G x on T } A we see that either A has multiplicative reduction over E x or it has good reduction over E x ( l ). If it has multiplicative reduction then 1 is unrami ed and the result is clear.
Suppose it has good reduction over E x ( l ). We will also denote by A the Neron model of A over W(k(x) Proof: By the last corollary it su ces to nd a prime of M such tha T A is ordinary at l. Fix a prime of M. Using the Weil bound, we see that it su ces to nd a prime l > 3 which is unrami ed in M, at which A has good reduction, which does not divide the residue characteristic of and such that 
